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Master the world of Layer 2 VPNs to provide enhanced services  and enjoy productivity gains

	
    Learn about Layer 2 Virtual Private Networks (VPNs)

    
	
    Reduce costs and extend the reach of your services by unifying  your network architecture

    
	
    Gain from the first book to address Layer 2 VPN application  utilizing both ATOM and L2TP protocols

    
	
    Review strategies that allow large enterprise customers to  enhance their service offerings while maintaining routing control

    


For a majority of Service Providers, a significant portion of  their revenues are still derived from data and voice services based on legacy  transport technologies. Although Layer 3 MPLS VPNs fulfill the market need for  some customers, they have some drawbacks. Ideally, carriers with existing legacy  Layer 2 and Layer 3 networks would like to move toward a single backbone while  new carriers would like to sell the lucrative Layer 2 services over their  existing Layer 3 cores. The solution in these cases is a technology that would  allow Layer 2 transport over a Layer 3 infrastructure.

Layer 2 VPN Architectures  introduces readers to Layer 2 Virtual Private Network (VPN) concepts, and  describes Layer 2 VPN techniques via introductory case studies and comprehensive  design scenarios. This book assists readers looking to meet those requirements  by explaining the history and implementation details of the two technologies  available from the Cisco Unified VPN suite: Any Transport over MPLS (ATOM) for  MPLS-based cores and Layer 2 Tunneling Protocol version 3 (L2TPv3) for native IP  cores. The structure of this book is focused on first introducing the reader to  Layer 2 VPN benefits and implementation requirements and comparing them to those  of Layer 3 based VPNs, such as MPLS, then progressively covering each currently  available solution in greater detail.
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HackNotes(tm) Windows Security Portable ReferenceMcGraw-Hill, 2003
HackNotes Windows Security Portable Reference gives you step-by-step details of intrusion tactics, tools, and actual techniques used by criminals to break into computer networks. Understand how the attacks work, then learn how to access and strengthen your Windows systems through a series of tested and trusted anti-hacking methods,...
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Essential Maple 7Springer, 2002

	This book provides an accelerated introduction to Maple for scientific programmers who already have experience in other computer languages (such as C, Pascal, or FORTRAN). It gives an overview of the most commonly used constructs and an elementary introduction to Maple programming. The new edition is substantially updated throughout. In...
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Optimization Theory and Methods: Nonlinear ProgrammingSpringer, 2006

	Optimization is a subject that is widely and increasingly used in science,
	engineering, economics, management, industry, and other areas. It deals
	with selecting the best of many possible decisions in real-life environment,
	constructing computational methods to find optimal solutions, exploring the
	theoretical properties, and studying...
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How Spacecraft Fly: Spaceflight Without FormulaeSpringer, 2008
The aim of this popular science text is to explain aerodynamic and astrodynamic flight without the use of mathematics, in an informal style, for non-technical readers who are interested in spaceflight and spacecraft.
The book will open with a concise introductory chapter, chronicling the ‘space age’ up to the present, and a brief...
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Remote Sensing of Snow and IceCRC Press, 2005


	Although our planet is characterized by water, the extent to which water in its

	frozen state plays a role in the functioning of the Earth is perhaps underappreciated.

	Snow and ice cover about a sixth of the Earth’s surface, as snow

	lying on the ground, as glaciers and larger masses of terrestrial ice, including

	the huge...
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Enterprise Integration Patterns : Designing, Building, and Deploying Messaging SolutionsAddison Wesley, 2003
	
    Would you like to use a consistent visual notation for drawing  integration solutions? Look inside the front cover. 

    
	
    Do you want to harness the power of asynchronous systems  without getting caught in the pitfalls? See "Thinking Asynchronously" in the...
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